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Susan J. Koch, Chancellor
UIS Priorities

1. Growth
2. Talent
3. Facilities
Student Union Update
Core Strengths

1. A teaching-focused academic experience

2. An abundance of opportunities to collaborate

3. A right-sized, supportive community

4. A tradition of educating public servants and leaders
UIS: #2 in the Midwest
Two Alumni: Pulitzer Prize Winners

Deb Peterson
M.A. PAR 1978
Pulitzer at:
*Kansas City Star*
Now at *St. Louis Post-Dispatch*

Kathy Best (third from left),
M.A. PAR 1980
Pulitzer at:
*Seattle Times*
Current Students: Campus Leaders
“UIS Tube” on YouTube (210,000+ views)
“Wetlands of international importance”

--The Emiquon Wildlife Preserve
News Minute
University of Illinois leaders tour Emiquon
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